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Abstract
Most of the parallelism associated with scientific/numeric applications exists in the form of loops, and thus trans-
forming loops has been extensively studied in the past, especially in the areas of programming languages and compiler
designs. Almost all the existing transformation approaches are control-centric, in which the transformation process
starts from partitioning the iteration space, followed by the decomposition of the data space only as a side-effect.
Originally designed for shared-memory multi-processors, these control-centric approaches might not be suitable un-
der some circumstances for current loosely-coupled clusters and the Grid with physically distributed memories. In
this paper, we introduce a novel data-centric and design-pattern based approach called DCDP to transform loops and
automatically generate parallel code to execute on clusters. DCDP partitions the data space first, and then gener-
ates the processing code for each data partition, so as to minimize data communication and synchronization among
cluster nodes. For the sake of generating more efficient parallel code, DCDP incorporates the notion of design pat-
tern popularly used in software engineering into the field of parallel compiler. Instead of generating MPI-like code,
DCDP outputs self-contained objects to distribute and execute on cluster nodes, thus exploiting the advantages of
object-oriented programming. In addition, a feedback mechanism is employed by DCDP to gather and analyze dy-
namic runtime environment information to further optimize the parallelization process. To evaluate the feasibility and
advantages of DCDP, we have designed and implemented a proof-of-concept compiler called PJava, and compared
the performance of the code generated automatically by PJava to that of the handcrafted JOPI (Java Object-Passing
Interface, a Java dialect of MPI) code on the benchmark application – matrix multiplication. Experiments show that
the PJava-generated code achieves comparable performance to the JOPI code.
Keywords: Parallel Compiler, Shared Object, Data Centric, Design Pattern, Object Oriented, Loop Transformation,
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1. Introduction
Parallel computing is widely used by scientists and engineers to solve problems in areas as diverse as galactic
evolution, climate modeling, aircraft design, and molecular dynamics [32]. On clusters, programmers by and large
handcraft parallel code using existing programming languages, e.g., C, C++, Fortran, and Java, and the inter-node
communication and synchronization are being tackled with such subroutine libraries as MPI [29] [30], Linda [6], and
JOPI [1]. With the access to low-level functions, programmers are able to produce highly efficient parallel programs,
and these parallel programs are portable to a variety of distributed systems. However, these programmers have to
deal with everything involved, including the design of the parallel algorithm, data/computation decomposition and
mapping, communication and synchronization among processes, and data reduction.
To relieve MPI programmers of the complex parallel algorithm design and the tedious message passing manage-
ment, parallel compilers, e.g., HPF (High Performance Fortran) [14], SUIF (Stanford University Intermediate Format)
[20], Fx [34], Polaris [7], Jasmine [35], and zJava [9], have been developed during the past decade or so to facili-
tate parallel programming. The bulk of the parallelism inherent in numeric/scientific applications takes the form of
loops. Thus, most parallel compilers aim at transforming the loops to obtain maximum parallelism and data local-
ity. In the control-centric transformations that most of the existing parallel compilers employ, the transformation of a
loop starts from partitioning the iteration space, which is followed by the decomposition of the data space only as a
side-effect of the control flow manipulation. It is well known that data communication among cluster nodes is very
expensive, compared to that on shared-memory multi-processor computers, and therefore it seems advantageous to
directly orchestrate the data movement rather than as a side-effect of the control flow manipulations [16]. That is, in
a data-centric approach, the data space is decomposed first, and then the processing code for each data partition is
generated accordingly. Consequently, if the data space is optimally partitioned, the data communication among cluster
nodes can be minimized, thus achieving improved data locality and performance.
However, data-centric transformations are nontrivial, and a few challenging issues must be addressed, including
(1) effectively investigating the data dependence carried by loops (e.g., an array element is updated in one iteration
and accessed in another), (2) properly partitioning the data space based on the data dependence, thus reducing the
possible data communication among cluster nodes, (3) transforming the original loop construct and generating efficient
processing code for each data partition, and (4) designing a proper middleware in support of running the code generated
by a parallel compiler. Although the data dependence problem has been extensively studied (e.g., GCD Test [37],
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Banerjee Test [37], I-Test [18], Range Test [8], Omega Test [31], NLVI-Test [19]), the other three issues have not been
systematically addressed so far since the research on data-centric parallel compilers is still relatively new.
In this paper, we introduce a novel data-centric and design-pattern based approach called DCDP to perform loop
transformations, and present the design and implementation of a proof-of-concept parallel compiler called PJava. In
DCDP, the data dependence is categorized as free, partially constrained, and constrained, based on which the data
space is partitioned accordingly. Design patterns have long been used in the area of software engineering to speed
up the development process by providing tested and proven programming paradigms. Considering the complexity of
the loop construct and the data dependence, DCDP borrows the notion of design pattern to support the generation of
efficient code for each data partition. Rather than generating MPI-like code, DCDP encapsulates the data partitions
and their corresponding processing code into objects (hereafter referred to as shared-objects for short) that are to
be distributed to and executed on cluster nodes. To support the execution of these automatically generated shared-
objects on cluster nodes, instead of providing a global address space as in traditional high-performance computers,
we designed and developed an agent-powered middleware system called DSO-SP (Distributed Shared-Object Support
Package) [23]. Sitting on top of JVM (Java Virtual Machine), DSO-SP deploys a daemon process on each cluster node
to receive shared-objects and then to execute appropriate encapsulated functions by starting threads. Furthermore,
software agents are used by DSO-SP to ensure the consistency of data replicas and to collect some of the runtime
parameters, e.g., the CPU usage and the access patterns upon shared-objects, which are fed back to PJava, the proof-
of-concept implementation of DCDP, for the purpose of parallel code optimization. PJava and DSO-SP can be easily
applied onto clusters and potentially the Grid because of the simple yet effective agent-powered framework of DSO-SP
and the object-form of parallel code generated by PJava.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work in parallel compiler designs in
general and loop transformations in particular. We overview the framework of DCDP in Section 3, and then discuss
its PJava implementation and its runtime support environment – DSO-SP in Section 4. The details of data space
decomposition and design-pattern based parallel code generation are introduced respectively in Sections 5 and 6. To
evaluate the feasibility and advantages of DCDP, the PJava-generated code (hereafter referred to as PJava code) is
compared in performance to the corresponding JOPI code on the benchmark application – matrix multiplication in
Section 7. Finally, we conclude the paper and discuss possible future work in Section 8. Throughout this paper, the
terms of distributing and mapping are interchangeable, and so are partitioning and decomposing.
2. Related Work
The bulk of the parallelism inherent in numeric/scientific applications is found in loops, and thus the research on
parallel compilers has focused mainly on loop transformations. The data dependence carried by loops makes loop
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transformation a non-trivial task. Therefore, a parallel compiler must first analyze the loops and the array references
that they contain, proving or disproving the existence of data dependence. The GCD and Banerjee tests [37] are the
earliest standard array subscript dependence tests to determine whether loops may be parallelized or vectorized. I-
Test [18] extends both the range of the applicability and the accuracy of the GCD and Banerjee tests by refining a
combination of them. All the above data dependence tests can only be applied to the cases where the array subscripts
and the loop bounds are linear functions of the loop indices. For the other cases, the Range test [8], Omega test
[31], and NLVI-Test [19] are available options. The Range test proves independence by determining whether certain
symbolic inequalities hold for a permutation of the loop nest, and the Omega test determines data dependence in terms
of systems of constraints. Based on the theory of variable intervals for nonlinear functions, the NLVI-Test is able to
prove or disprove dependences in the presence of non-linear expressions, complex loop bounds, arrays with coupled
subscripts, and if-statement constraints. With accurate results from the data dependence analysis, a parallel compiler
should be able to carry out the loop transformation correctly and optimally.
In the past ten years, computer scientists and engineers have successfully developed a number of parallel com-
pilers that transform loops in sequential programs to subsequently generate parallel code accordingly. As the de
facto standard of data parallelism (i.e., the data set is partitioned and mapped onto multiple processors), HPF [14]
provides a group of statements and constructs (e.g., FORALL) to indicate parallelism and uses directives (e.g., !HPF$
DISTRIBUTE) to handle data mapping and synchronization. HPF does take some burden off the shoulders of program-
mers; however, it still needs the active involvement of the programmers, e.g., requiring the programmers to determine
the data decomposition scheme. In addition, HPF was primarily designed to express fine-grained data parallelism,
and it is not convenient to deal with coarse-grained data parallelism. Noticing that the size of the data is sometimes
not big enough to be partitioned, Fx [34] extends HPF with a couple of new directives to support task parallelism
(i.e., different processors run different code or task). To fully relieve programmers of the parallelization process, the
Polaris compiler [7] takes a sequential Fortran program as input and transforms it into one of the several possible
parallel Fortran dialects, e.g., HPF. Using Polaris as the infrastructure, the Jasmine compiler [35] adds new loop trans-
formations, aiming at enhancing cache and memory locality while preserving existing parallelism in programs. SUIF
[13] is another successful compiler that automatically transforms a sequential scientific program into parallel code for
scalable parallel machines. SUIF also provides an interactive interface to get programmers involved in the process
of parallelization so as to maximize parallelism while minimizing communication [20]. The parallelization approach
used by SUIF is called affine partitioning and handles only affine array accesses [22]. Since Java is starting to play
a more and more important role in the parallel programming world due to its portability, researchers have started
to develop parallel Java compilers. For example, zJava [9] investigated the automatic parallelization technology for
Java programs that use pointer-based data structures (e.g., linked list and trees) and recursion, and proposed a novel
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combined compile-time/run-time approach. Instead of targeting high-performance parallel computers with a global
address space or traditional shared-memory multi-processors as most of the current parallel compilers do, our PJava
compiler generates parallel code for a shared-object runtime environment (to be elaborated in Section 4.4) that is
compatible with clusters and potentially the Grid. Moreover, PJava uses a novel data-centric and design-pattern based
approach to help generate more efficient parallel code considering the complexity of the loop construct in sequential
code and the high communication cost on clusters.
Presently, control-centric approaches are used to transform loops in most parallel compilers. In these approaches,
the parallelization process starts from partitioning the iteration space, and the data space is decomposed as a side-
effect. In cluster computing, the cost of inter-node communication is very high, compared to tightly-coupled multi-
processors, and thus massive data communication can be detrimental to the performance of these parallel programs.
Without the presence of physical shared-memory in clusters, the control-centric approaches are either difficult to apply
or simply inefficient under some circumstances. In recent years, data-centric loop transformations have been used to
improve data locality for several classes of applications. For example, a parallel compiler proposed by Sahoo et al.
performs data-centric transformations on the XQuery source code for applications with non-integer iteration spaces
[33]. In these data-centric transformations, the data space is split into chunks. After a chunk is loaded into memory,
the program fragments or iterations of a loop that need this data chunk is executed. The efficiency of this approach has
been demonstrated via experiments conducted on parallel computers. As another example, the research of Low et al.
[26] showed that loop-based dense linear algebra algorithms could be systematically derived from the mathematical
specification of the operation. Although aiming at generating parallel code for SMPs, this research used a data-centric
approach to split matrices and to generate corresponding tasks. Furthermore, these data-centric strategies are also
employed by sequential compilers. For example, the SGI MIPSPro compiler successfully employs a technique called
data shackling [17] to improve the performance of sequential programs. In data shackling, the order of traversal
through the data structures of a program is fixed, and the computations to be performed are determined when a data
item is touched, thus achieving an improved performance thanks to the enhanced data locality. Although our PJava
compiler also uses a data-centric approach, it is distinguished from the other data-centric approaches by having the
following three features. First, design patterns are used to help generate more efficient code for data partitions. Second,
the output of PJava consists of self-contained objects, which are appropriate for execution on the shared-object runtime
environment. Finally, an adaptive framework is employed by PJava to facilitate the parallelization process.
In control-centric parallel compilers, effectively maximizing parallelism through loop transformations has been one
of the most active research areas. Loop permutation [2][37], a process of switching inner and outer loops, is a well-
know approach to obtain coarser parallelism granularity. In the case where effective parallelism cannot be obtained by
solely applying loop permutation, loop reversal [37], loop skewing [37], loop fission [2][28] (e.g., dividing the state-
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ments in one single loop into separate loops), and statement reordering [4][5] are used to facilitate the parallelization
process. Wolfe et al. proposed an approach called unimodular transformation [39] to arbitrarily combine loop permu-
tation, reversal, and skewing together. Unimodular transformation transforms the original loop nest into a canonical
form, i.e., a fully permutable loop, and thereafter appropriate coarse- or fine-grain parallelism can be exploited. In
the unimodular transformation, a loop transformation can be modeled as elementary matrix transformations, and com-
binations of these transformations can be simply represented as products of the elementary transformation matrices.
In fact, some of these loop transformation techniques, e.g., loop fission, can be appropriately applied to data-centric
parallel compilers.
To further improve the performance of a parallel program, traditional control-centric parallel compilers take into
consideration a number of factors, including data locality, synchronization, and data communication. Due to the hier-
archical memory architecture of modern computers, effectively reusing data can dramatically improve the performance
of applications. Therefore, blocking/tiling [15][36][38] is widely used in the parallelization of nested loops. Block-
ing/Tiling breaks the iteration space defined by the loop structure into blocks or tiles, which leads to a high degree
of data reuse across several loops and better performance for register, cache, or memory hierarchy. Furthermore,
block/tiling can also reduce the communication cost since less data is passed during communication. It is important to
notice that block/tiling is different from the technology used in data-centric approaches as the former’s data blocking
is only a side-effect of the control flow manipulation. By merging the loop bodies of multiple loops into one single
loop, loop fusion [2][28][37] eliminates unnecessary barrier synchronization and reduces the communication of shared
data among loops. Fusion can also enhance locality by reducing the time between uses of the same data, thereby in-
creasing the likelihood of the data being retained in the cache [27]. Loop alignment [2] is an approach to change the
index of an array in a statement so as to align it with other statements, by which a synchronization-free parallel loop
could probably be obtained. Affine partitioning [21] is a program transformation framework proposed to minimize
communication by favoring near-neighbor communication over data restructuring and by using pipelined parallelism
if necessary. Further, all possible combinations of the above proposed loop transformations can be expressed as affine
transformations. Realizing that decompositions of data space and of iteration space are inherently tied together and
should be solved at the same time, Anderson et al. studied the problem of assigning an iteration and the data that it
accesses onto the same processor to avoid data communication after the separate decompositions of the data space and
the iteration space [3].
3. The Framework of DCDP
The framework of DCDP, as shown in Figure 1, is characterized by features of data-centric task partitioning,
design-pattern based parallel code generation, object-form of compiler output, and adaptivity through feedback. In
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what follows, these four features are briefly introduced respectively.
Data Partitioning Scheme
Determination
Design Pattern Determination
Parallel Code Generation
Shared Objects
Distributed Execution
Feedback Mechanism
Base
Knowledge
Compilation
Runtime
Sequential Code
step1
step2
step3
step4
step5
step6
User Interface
Figure 1. The framework of DCDP
3.1. Data-Centric Task Partitioning
As shown in Figure 1, DCDP employs a data-centric approach to produce parallel tasks for a cluster – Taking
a sequential program as input, DCDP first determines the appropriate data space partitioning scheme, conforming
to which the processing code for each data partition is generated, thus better reducing the data communication and
synchronization among cluster nodes as compared to traditional control-centric approaches. The details of data space
partitioning are illustrated in Section 5.
3.2. Design-Pattern Based Parallel Code Generation
Design patterns are used by DCDP to facilitate the generation of parallel code – As shown in Figure 1, DCDP
chooses an appropriate design pattern in step 2 before starting the parallel code generation process in step 3. Design
patterns were originally used in the field of software engineering to speed up the development process and to help
prevent subtle issues that may cause major problems by providing tested and proven programming paradigms. Con-
sidering that loops in a sequential program share some common features, it is possible to determine an appropriate
parallelization scheme, i.e., design pattern, by abstracting and analyzing these features, thus easing the work of par-
allel code generation and improving the stability and hopefully the efficiency of the generated code. In DCDP, the
loop construct is abstracted, and the abstraction, combined with the data space partitioning scheme, is used to retrieve
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an appropriate design pattern from the knowledge base. As more design patterns are being accumulated and consoli-
dated in a growing knowledge base, more and more types of sequential programs are likely to become parallelizable
automatically. More details about the parallel code generation can be found in Section 4.2 and Section 6.
3.3. Object-Form of Compiler Output
Although MPI is currently the dominating parallel programming paradigm on cluster computers, the output of
the DCDP compiler consists of self-contained objects called shared-objects (as shown in step 4 of Figure 1) rather
than an MPI-like program. This object-form of output brings in a number of advantages. First, only related data is
encapsulated into the same shared-object, thus false-sharing is reduced. Furthermore, the size of the shared-object,
which can be viewed as granularity of parallelism, can be adapted to the variance of runtime environment factors, e.g.,
CPU and network usage, and this issue has been investigated in one of our previous studies [24]. Third, encapsulating
corresponding code together with the data in a shared-object greatly simplifies the runtime environment: a virtual
global address space is no longer needed, and only a few software agents reside on cluster nodes to receive shared-
objects and then to execute the corresponding encapsulated functions by threads (refer to Section 4.4 for details).
Finally, in terms of implementation, common functions can be pre-implemented in base classes and inherited when
generating these shared-objects, thus reducing the workload of parallel code generation. An inside look of a shared-
object is presented in Section 4.3.
3.4. Adaptivity through Feedback
During the execution of shared-objects in step 5 of Figure 1, the runtime environment information is gathered and
analyzed, and then fed back to the knowledge base through the feedback mechanism shown in step 6 of Figure 1. By
feedback, an optimal shared-object size can be chosen for future runs, adapting to the variance of runtime environment.
Furthermore, a more appropriate protocol can be set for each shared-object, based on the access pattern occurred on
each, to maintain the consistency among data replicas. The feedback mechanism will be further discussed in Section
4.4.
4. The Implementation of DCDP: An Overview of PJava and DSO-SP
To evaluate the framework of DCDP, we implemented a proof-of-concept parallel compiler called PJava, and built
a runtime support environment called DSO-SP to execute the parallel code automatically generated by PJava. PJava
aims at parallelizing loops of a sequential Java program and partitioning the task of each loop into multiple smaller
sub-tasks in the form of shared-objects. PJava is implemented using C++ on top of Jikes [11], an OSI certified open
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source Java compiler. In this section, we first overview how a sequential Java program is transformed and executed in
parallel, and then illustrate the work flow of PJava in details. After examining the internal structure of a shared-object
produced by PJava in runtime, we introduce its runtime support environment – DSO-SP.
4.1. From Sequential to Parallel
Figure 2 shows how a sequential Java program named Foo.java, in which there exists at least one loop, is trans-
formed by PJava and executed in parallel with the support of DSO-SP.
Compiler
PJava
Foo.java
Other Code
Other Code
A Loop
Shared−Objects Pool
Compilation
Runtime
Foo.class
Other Code
Code to Generate Shared−Objects
Other Code
Distribution
DSO−SP
Reduction
Figure 2. Transforming and executing a Java program
The PJava compiler takes Foo.java as input, transforms all its loops, compiles the transformed code (i.e., PJava
Code), and outputs the class file – Foo.class. As mentioned in Section 3, PJava generates shared-objects rather than
MPI-like code. However, since the data may still be unknown during the time of compilation, PJava actually produces
the code that dynamically generates shared-objects during runtime. Foo.class is scheduled and executed as the master
thread on a single cluster node. When arriving at the shared-object generation phase, Foo.class creates these shared-
objects, and then distribute and execute them on multiple cluster nodes. In the meantime, the master thread simply
waits until all subtasks are finished, and then continues to execute the code that follows.
4.2. The Work Flow of PJava
The transformation from Foo.java to Foo.class is a nontrivial task. PJava uses a novel data-centric and design-
pattern based approach to transform and compile regular sequential Java programs, and the work flow of this process
is depicted in Figure 3.
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PJava Classes
Sync. Table
Init. Dist. Table
Compilation
Feedback from Runtime Environment
User Interface
No Available Design Pattern
PJava Code Generation
Data Partitioning Analysis
Figure 3. Overview of the work flow of PJava
As shown in Figure 3, the work flow of PJava can be divided into four phases, which are grammar checking, data
partitioning analysis, PJava code generation, and compilation. In the phase of grammar checking, the sequential Java
code is first parsed by PJava as in normal Java compilers. If there exists any grammar error, PJava stops the compilation
process and returns the control to the programmer. Otherwise, PJava locates all individual loops, parsing and storing
them into a data structure for further processing. For the non-looping sequential code, PJava simply replicates it to the
PJava code.
After checking the grammar of the Java code, the work flow of PJava goes to the phase of data partitioning analysis,
which corresponds to step 1 of the DCDP framework shown in Figure 1. In this phase, the data dependence carried by
each loop is first proved or disproved. In the case of data dependence, the type of the data dependence is identified in
order to obtain an optimal data decomposition scheme. Notice that there is a functional module called transforming
loops, which borrows some loop transformation techniques (e.g., loop fission and loop fusion) in traditional control-
centric transformations to enhance parallelism. This module is not yet implemented in PJava.
The third phase is about PJava code generation, which corresponds steps 2 and 3 of the DCDP framework in
Figure 1 and tackles the most challenging problem – parallel code generation. In this phase, the data partitioning code
is first generated based on the decomposition scheme obtained from the previous phase. And then, the loop construct
is analyzed, and the analysis result, combined with the data space decomposition scheme, is passed to the knowledge
base to retrieve a proper design pattern. If a proper design pattern is located, it is used by PJava to generate the
processing code for each data partition; otherwise, an error message is returned to the programmer, and the automatic
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parallelization fails. To ensure the correctness of the PJava code, the synchronization problem needs to be taken
care of. That is, before a shared-object can be processed, it needs to wait until all the data that it depends on is
ready. As a by-product of the generation of the processing code, a synchronization table is built. Instead of being
encapsulated within the shared-objects to be produced, this synchronization table is passed to DSO-SP for the purpose
of synchronization control.
Considering that the code inside a loop may refer to some variables defined outside the loop, corresponding vari-
ables need to be defined in the PJava code and to be initialized during runtime. To improve data locality, PJava
supports data replication. Data consistency is ensured by DSO-SP, and the appropriate consistency protocol to be used
is retrieved from the knowledge base and specified in the PJava code. Notice that the knowledge base exposes two
interfaces to the user and the runtime environment respectively. Through the user interface, design patterns can be
supplemented; and by analyzing the feedback (e.g., access patterns upon the shared-objects) from the runtime support
system, an optimal shared-object granularity and an appropriate consistency protocol can be determined (refer to Sec-
tion 4.4 for details). PJava now needs to generate the distribution code that maps the sub-tasks, i.e., shared-objects,
onto cluster nodes for execution, and to build the reduction code that collects the results from these cluster nodes.
The guideline for distributing shared-objects is to maximize the utilization of each cluster node and to minimize the
inter-node communication. Finding an optimal solution to the distribution problem is NP-hard [12], and is beyond the
scope of this paper. In the implementation of PJava, these shared-objects are simply distributed based on the power of
each cluster node. Owing to the inheritance feature of object-oriented programming, a lot of common functions have
been pre-implemented in base classes, and PJava simply inherits these functions when generating the PJava code, thus
greatly simplifying the work of PJava.
Finally, the PJava code is compiled into the bytecode format, and is to be executed on cluster nodes with the
support of DSO-SP, as shown in Figure 2. As by-products, the intitial distribution table and synchronization table
are also produced. Among all the functional modules shown in Figure 3, determination of the data space partitioning
scheme and generation of the processing code for each data partition are the keys to the success of PJava, and will be
further described in Sections 5 and 6 respectively.
4.3. The Internal Structure of A Shared-Object
To exploit the power of object-oriented programming and simplify the runtime support environment, PJava outputs
self-contained objects, i.e., shared-objects, rather than MPI-like code, as shown in step 4 of the DCDP framework in
Figure 1. In this sub-section, we take a look into the inside of a shared-object, as shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4 shows that the data and its corresponding functions are encapsulated together. The data items include
the data partition (data block) to be processed, the variables defined outside of the loop in the sequential Java code
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Data to be Processed
Consistency Protocol ID
Local Variables
Code to Process the Data
Mobile Agent
Interfaces to DSO−SP
Figure 4. The internal structure of a shared-object
(refer back to Section 4.2 for details), and the identifier of the consistency protocol to be applied. A set of consistency
protocols is implemented by DSO-SP (refer to Section 4.4 for details), and this consistency protocol identifier simply
specifies which protocol to use, thus enabling different objects to apply different consistency protocols or even different
consistency levels [10] under certain circumstances in specific applications. In addition to the data processing code, the
functions encapsulated in the shared-object include a mobile agent and interfaces to DSO-SP. The mobile agent keeps
track of the data access patterns that can be fed back to and used by PJava to choose a more appropriate consistency
protocol for this shared-object for future runs. When PJava generates the data processing code for each shared-object,
it does not need to consider the data replication and consistency as long as it operates on these shared-objects through
the interfaces exposed by DSO-SP, which handles the data replication and consistency behind-the-scene.
4.4. The Runtime Support Environment: DSO-SP
To support processing the shared-objects generated by PJava, a runtime support environment called DSO-SP has
been designed and implemented, corresponding to steps 5 and 6 of the DCDP framework shown in Figure 1. DSO-
SP employs an agent-powered framework, as shown in Figure 5, to handle the communication and synchronization
among shared-objects, to manage data replication and its consistency behind-the-scene, and to help PJava make better
compilation plans through the feedback mechanism.
As illustrated in Figure 5, a software agent resides on each cluster node, receiving tasks (shared-objects), the initial
distribution table, and the synchronization table from the PJava parallel compiler. After receiving a shared-object, the
agent spawns a work thread to execute the encapsulated data processing code. At the same time, a couple of service
threads are started to respond to the requests from other agents. A shared-object distribution table is maintained by
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Figure 5. DSO-SP – A middleware in support of executing shared-objects
DSO-SP for the purpose of data replication and consistency control. To coordinate the execution of these shared-
objects, the synchronization table that contains a set of barriers plays the role of responding to synchronization calls in
the parallel code. Furthermore, a monitoring thread is running to keep track of the variance of the runtime environment,
e.g., CPU usage, and this information is fed back to and used by PJava to determine the optimal shared-object size
when partitioning the data space [24] for future runs. In addition, the mobile agent integrated within the shared-object
is triggered to track the access pattern whenever this shared-object is read/written, and this access pattern can be used
by PJava to choose a more appropriate consistency protocol for this object’s future runs. A data directory is also
maintained by the agent, and it contains not only the data being processed by this agent but also replicas of the data
owned by other agents. The consistency among data replicas is ensured behind-the-scene by DSO-SP that sits on
top of JVM in favor of program portability. In PJava’s current form, the mobile agent module has not yet been fully
implemented.
5. Data Space Partitioning
The goal of the data-centric transformation is to better reduce possible data communication than control-centric
approaches do, so studying data space partitioning schemes has been one of the research foci of DCDP. In this section,
we first introduce the data dependence analysis in DCDP, and then describe the guidelines for data space partitioning.
5.1. Data Dependence Categorization
Since data dependence has been well studied [37] [18] [8] [31] [19], DCDP simply applies existing approaches to
identify the data dependence carried by loops, and then categorizes the dependence relationships into three types –
free, partially constrained, and constrained, which are used to determine a proper data partitioning scheme. In what
follows, the definitions of these three types of data dependence are explained through the examples shown in Figures
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6 and 7.
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Figure 6. The data dependence on a two-dimensional array of A with size of 4× 4
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Figure 7. The data dependence on a two-dimensional array of B with size of 4× 4
Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the data dependences, which are represented by arrows, on two two-dimensional arrays
of A and B 1 respectively. For example, the arrow from A[0][0] to A[1][0] in Figure 6 means that the computation of
A[1][0] refers to (or depends on) the value of A[0][0]. In the following discussion, we assume that the iteration space
walks through the array items in Figures 6 and 7 from lower index to upper index on each dimension. The three data
dependence types are defined as
• free. As shown in Figure 6, the computation of any array item A[i1][j1] does not depend on any other items
A[i2][j2], where i1 can be either equal to or not equal to i2 and j1 6= j2. That is, splitting A on dimension 1, i.e.,
Cut 1, will not break any data dependence relationship, thus causing no inter-partition data communication and
synchronization. Therefore, we say that A is free on dimension 1 and denote it as F1 (A).
• constrained. In Figure 6, some array items (e.g., A[1][0]) depend on other items (e.g., A[0][0]) on dimension
0. Consequently, the data dependences will be broken if a data partitioning is conducted on dimension 0.
1Note that two-dimensional arrays are used only for the sake of simplicity as the following definitions also apply to arrays of higher or lower
dimensionality.
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For example, Figure 6 shows that some data dependences cross the partitioning of Cut 0. Obviously, data
communication and synchronization will be induced by Cut 0 among partitions in this case, and we say that A
is constrained on dimension 0 and denote it as C0 (A).
• partially constrained. In the scenario illustrated in Figure 7, data dependences exist on both dimensions 0 and
1. For example, the computation of B[1][1] refers to B[2][2], and this dependence will be broken by either the
partitioning of Cut 0 or Cut 1, thus causing inter-partition data communication and synchronization. Fortunately,
this dependence can be eliminated by replicating the data partition that includes B[2][2] and putting it together
with the partition that holds B[1][1], since the computation of B[1][1] happens before that of B[2][2] and B[1][1]
only needs the old value of B[2][2] rather than the new one. Furthermore, the cost of this data replication can
be hidden by overlapping with computation. Here, we say that B is partially constrained on dimensions 0 and
1 and denote them as PC0 (B) and PC1 (B) respectively.
5.2. Guidelines for Data Space Partitioning
After the data dependence type upon each dimension of an array is determined, the array to be modified can be
partitioned properly following the rules presented in Figure 8. The partitioning of the arrays that are only referenced
(or dependent upon) by an array that is to be modified is determined by how the former are referenced by the latter
and how the latter is partitioned. Assume, for example, that array A is to be modified and refers to another array
B. If the decomposition of A is on dimension 0, which corresponds to dimension 1 of B, e.g., A[i][j] = f(B[k][i])
where f represents a function, then we partition array B on dimension 1, thus avoiding data communication by putting
inter-related partitions together. Note that not only is the data itself to be encapsulated into a shared-object, but also
the features of a data partition, e.g., its position in the original array, will be included in support of future reduction.
————————————————————————————————————————————
1. If there is at least one free dimension, then partition this array on one or more of these free dimensions
and go to step 4. Otherwise, go to step 2.
2. If at least one partially constrained dimension exists, then partition this array on one or more of these
partially constrained dimensions and go to step 4. Otherwise, go to step 3.
3. Partition the data on each dimension, and go to step 4.
4. Exit.
————————————————————————————————————————————
Figure 8. Guidelines for the data space partitioning
In order to minimize the communication among data partitions, we first look for free dimensions. If the data is
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partitioned on free dimensions, no communication cost will occur. In the case that no free dimension is available,
partially constrained dimensions are to be used, since data communication and synchronization can be eliminated
through data replication. If every dimension of the array is constrained, no matter how partitioning is performed, data
communication and synchronization are inevitable, and thus straightforward and explicit parallelism is not available.
In this case, we partition the array on every dimension, and then try to exploit other forms of parallelism such as
pipelined parallelism. More details about the data dependence analysis and the data decomposition schemes can
be found in [25]. When partitioning the data space, it is desirable to use as many dimensions as possible since finer
partitions not only mean more parallelism but also conform to the hierarchical memory structure of modern computers.
However, finer partitions also imply more synchronization points. Therefore, the granularity of data partitions needs
to be carefully determined – an optimal data partition granularity is able to greatly improve the performance of parallel
programs. Readers are referred to one of our earlier studies [24], where the issue of determining the optimal granularity
of shared-objects is studied.
6. The Design-Pattern Based Parallel Code Generation
After a data space partitioning scheme is determined and the data partitioning code is generated, the processing code
for each data partition, hereafter referred to as parallel program/code for short, is to be generated. In what follows,
we first summarize the main issues that must be addressed when generating the parallel code, and then introduce the
forms of parallelism currently supported in PJava.
6.1. Main Issues in Parallel Code Generation
Parallel code generation is a non-trivial process, and in what follows, we address the main issues involved.
(1) Loop bounds
As the parallel code in the DCDP framework is to deal with a data partition rather than the whole data space,
loop bounds of the iteration space obviously need to be adjusted accordingly on the partitioned dimensions. The
calculation of the loop bounds for each partition is an extremely difficult task when the original loop bounds
are not linear functions of the loop indices. However, it is by no means an impossible task since extensive data
dependence analysis has been done for the case of nonlinear loop bounds, and we believe that such analysis can
be extended for this purpose. In the current implementation of PJava, the calculation of the loop bounds has
been simplified, focusing only on linear loop bounds.
(2) Structure of the iteration space
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Depending on the kind of parallelism to be employed, the original structure of the iteration space may need to
be reconstructed, e.g., in the case of pipelined parallelism. The new loop structure is constructed based on the
design pattern being used, which will be further explained in Section 6.2.
(3) Access frequency
If the array items are accessed more than once in the original iteration space, a different design pattern may
need to be used for the parallelism. For example, synchronization statements may need to be properly set in the
parallel code (see Section 6.2 for details).
(4) Synchronization
In order to ensure its correctness, the parallel code needs to properly set synchronization calls. DSO-SP main-
tains a synchronization table that contains the prerequisites (i.e., the shared-objects to be referenced) for each
shared-object. In fact, as each shared-object may be updated multiple times in its life-cycle, each version of this
shared-object has a corresponding entry in this synchronization table – the process on the same version of the
shared-object is blocked until all prerequisites are met.
(5) Data consistency
To improve data locality, the data replication and consistency control mechanisms are provided by DSO-SP.
DSO-SP exposes a few primitives, e.g., dso read and dso write, which can be used in PJava code to guarantee
that correct versions of shared-objects are processed.
6.2. Design Patterns Currently Supported
The parallel code is generated based on the framework provided by the design pattern being used, and the choice
of the proper design pattern is determined by the data space partitioning scheme, the number of times that each array
item is accessed, the correspondence between the iteration space and the array subscripts, and the data dependence
distance2. In this subsection, we introduce the design patterns currently implemented in PJava from a high level,
and the implementation details, e.g., their storage and retrieval, are not addressed due to the page limit and will be
discussed in a future paper.
6.2.1 Communication-Free Parallelism
Communication-free parallelism is the simplest design pattern in parallel code generation and exists in many nu-
meric/scientific applications. As described in Section 5, if free dimensions are available, partitioning on these free
2Dependence distance describes the difference in the loop variables between the source and sink of the dependence.
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dimensions will not impose any data dependence between data partitions; in other words, it is communication- and
synchronization-free. From the view of parallel code generation, the original sequential loop code can be directly used
as the parallel code except that the loop bounds for each data partition needs to be properly adjusted.
6.2.2 Communication-Free Parallelism with Data Replication
In the case where no free dimensions are available, parallelism without communication and synchronization is still
achievable if there are partially constrained dimensions. We can partition the data space on one or more of the
partially constrained dimensions, distribute the data partitions to be modified and the replicas of the corresponding
dependent partitions to the same cluster node. Recall that replicas are updated by DSO-SP behind-the-scene properly
through the chosen consistency protocol. Of course, the loop bounds of the original sequential code need to be changed
accordingly in the parallel code.
6.2.3 Pipelined Parallelism
If the array inside a nested loop has only constrained dimensions, this nested loop may or may not be able to be
parallelized. In the current form of PJava, we only consider the case where the distances of all data dependences are
equal. If the array has more than one dimension or has only one dimension but each array element is accessed multiple
times, then pipelined parallelism can be applied; otherwise, no parallelism is available.
First, we demonstrate how pipelined parallelism works with a two-dimensional array A that has only constrained
dimensions. As shown in Figure 9, the array A is decomposed into 4× 4 partitions, and the data dependence between
two partitions is expressed with an arrow. Note that the number of partitions on each dimension does not have to be
the same.
Data partitions shown in Figure 9 can not be processed simultaneously due to dependences among them. Neverthe-
less, the processing of the data partitions can be pipelined along the Time Axis – first the partition in the row marked
by step 1 is dealt with, and then the two partitions in the second row are processed, and so on. This pipelined process
continues step by step until all data partitions are finished.
Obviously, the processing of these partitions needs to be carefully coordinated. As a result, in addition to transform-
ing the original loop in the same way as in the case of communication-free parallelism, we set a group of barrier wait
statements at the beginning in order to obtain the correct versions of the shared-objects being referenced, as shown
in Figure 10. After the processing code, a barrier reach statement is called, informing DSO-SP that this round of
processing on this shared-object is done, so as to trigger the execution of other related shared-objects.
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Figure 9. The pipelined parallelism on a two-dimensional array A with only constrained dimen-
sions
—————————————————————————
1. barrier wait statements;
2. parallel code corresponding to the original loop;
3. barrier reach statement;—————————————————————————
Figure 10. The synchronization in the parallel code of pipelined parallelism
6.2.4 Variations Caused by Multiple Accesses
In the description of the above three types of design patterns, we assume that only one access occurs on each data
partition. In numeric/scientific applications, an array element is often processed multiple times inside a nested loop,
and this needs to be taken into account when constructing the parallel code. For communication-free parallelism, no
matter how many times a data partition is accessed, the parallel code is not affected. However, for communication-free
parallelism with replication and pipelined parallelism, synchronization statements are needed to ensure the correctness
of the parallel code, thus their design patterns need to be adapted as shown in Figure 11. Prior to and after each round
of processing a shared-object, barrier wait and barrier reach statements are used to synchronize with other shared-
objects.
With each data partition being accessed multiple times, pipelined parallelism can also be applied to a one-dimensional
array with only constrained dimensions. In Figure 12, this one-dimensional array is decomposed into 3 data partitions.
The pipelined parallelism works as follows – In step 1, only data partition 1 can be dealt with; however, in step 2, both
partitions 1 and 2 can be handled as the dependence of data partition 2 on partition 1 has been met, and similar rules
apply to future steps. In this case, obviously, a design pattern similar to the one shown in Figure 10 can be applied.
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—————————————————————————
begin loop
1. barrier wait statements;
2. parallel code in single-access mode;
3. barrier reach statement;
end loop
—————————————————————————
Figure 11. The adaptation of the design patterns in multiple-access mode
step1 step2 step3 step4 step5 step6
Time Axis
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
Figure 12. The pipelined parallelism on a one-dimensional array with only constrained dimensions
7. Performance Analysis
The design goal of our proposed data-centric design-pattern-based approach – DCDP is to reduce the data commu-
nication and synchronization cost and to best customize the parallel code to the characteristics of sequential programs.
In this section, we demonstrate the feasibility of this new approach by comparing the performance of the automati-
cally generated parallel code by PJava, a proof-of-concept implementation of DCDP, to that of the handcrafted JOPI
[1] code on a benchmark application: matrix multiplication.
7.1. Experimental Setup
This performance evaluation experiment was conducted using the benchmark program of matrix multiplication on
a heterogeneous cluster called Sandhills. Sandhills has 10 nodes connected by a Gigabit Ethernet, and each node has
2 AMD Athlon MP 1600+ CPUs (1.2GHz to 1.4GHz) and 1GB RAM.
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7.2. Performance Evaluation of DCDP
In this subsection, the efficiency of the automatically generated PJava code is demonstrated by comparing its per-
formance to that of the handcrafted JOPI code on the benchmark program of matrix multiplication. JOPI is a Java
dialect of MPI, and the JOPI implementation of an application marks the best parallel performance that this application
is able to achieve using Java, assuming that the design of the parallel algorithm is optimal.
In this implementation of the matrix multiplication, we set the size of the two matrices (filled with doubleprecision
floating-point numbers) to be 2000 × 2000, and fixed the size of each data partition at 500 × 500. The sequential
implementation of matrix multiplication had about 70 lines of code, the handcrafted JOPI code was 200 lines or so,
and the automatically generated PJava code used around 400 lines of code. To evaluate scalability, we carried out
the experiments on 1 node, 2 nodes, 4 nodes, and 8 nodes. Each experiment was conducted 5 times, and the average
values are used when the PJava code and the JOPI code are compared. Figure 13 shows the comparison of PJava and
JOPI in terms of execution times, and the speedup comparison is shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 13. The comparison of PJava and JOPI in terms of execution time
Both Figure 13 and Figure 14 clearly show that the PJava code achieves very comparable, though slightly inferior,
performance to the handcrafted JOPI program. The performance difference is caused by the overhead of dynamic data
partitioning, data distribution, and data reduction in the PJava code. Another possible reason for the slightly inferior
performance of the PJava code is that the statements generated by PJava are not as succinct as the manual JOPI code,
considering that these statements execute millions of times. From Figures 13 and 14, we can see the performance is
improved super-linearly from the case of 1 node to that of 2 nodes. This is because the data space is partitioned, and
smaller partitions better fit into caches. Figure 14 also shows that the scalability of the PJava code is slightly worse
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Figure 14. The comparison of PJava and JOPI in terms of speedup
than the JOPI code. Nevertheless, the experimental result is still promising considering how much burden the parallel
compiler has removed from the shoulders of parallel programmers by making the parallelization and compiling process
completely automatic.
8. Conclusion and Future Work
This paper has proposed a novel data-centric and design-pattern based framework (DCDP) for automatic parallel
code generation and implemented a proof-of-concept parallel compiler called PJava and an agent-powered runtime
support middleware called DSO-SP for this new framework. PJava transforms loops in a Java program and then gener-
ates small sub-tasks in the form of self-contained shared-objects to distribute and execute on a cluster. The data-centric
approach used in PJava helps reduce the data communication and synchronization cost. Due to the complexity of the
loop structures in applications, design patterns are used to provide a framework for the parallel code to be generated.
Further, DCDP proposed a feedback mechanism to adapt the parallelization process to the runtime environment. An
experiment of comparing the automatically generated PJava code to the handcrafted JOPI code was conducted using
the benchmark application of matrix multiplication, validating the design of DCDP and its effectiveness.
So far, the framework of DCDP has been successfully constructed in the PJava and DSO-SP prototypes with basic
but critical features. However, the implementation of some functional modules was simplified and is yet to be en-
hanced. For example, PJava only supports four design patterns at present, and is by no means capable of transforming
all kinds of loops found in a sequential program. By applying PJava to more applications, we expect more design
patterns are likely to be abstracted and then added into the knowledge base. Moreover, the calculation of the nonlinear
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loop bounds needs to be studied in order to apply PJava to more complex applications. In addition, the mobile agent
integrated within the shared-object needs to be researched for the sake of choosing a more appropriate data consistency
protocol. As a long-term goal, we plan to extend PJava to support recursive programs and loops that use pointer-based
data structures rather than arrays.
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